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KOA – IN A NUTSHELL

By utilising the so far discarded cocoa
pulp, Koa increases the farmer’s income and reduces food waste. Today,
two teams in Ghana and in Switzerland,
are committed to the growth of Koa to
boost value creation in the cocoa growing regions of Ghana. The Swiss-Ghanaian start-up develops sustainable
processes and integrates them into the
rural environment. At the same time,
Koa brings a previously untapped taste
to the European market with the natural
cocoa fruit products and opens up new
potential for the gastronomy as well as
food & beverage industry.
www.koa-impact.com
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Cocoa Fruit
for Sustainable
Value Creation
Cocoa fruit ingredients are a global innovation. The Swiss-Ghanaian start-up
Koa has recognized its potential and is
the first company to extract the raw material in close cooperation with smallscale farmers in West Africa. The juice
is extracted from the fresh pulp of the
cocoa fruit which was previously
thrown away.
SOCIAL IMPACT

Thanks to the utilisation of the pulp, cocoa smallholders have the opportunity
to increase and diversify their income.
The second income source offers them
more stability since cocoa farmers often
live below the subsistence level. This
has negative consequences: child labour is wide-spread in cocoa-growing
areas, so is deforestation, and the economy in rural areas is stagnating. Koa
therefore aims to further exploit the existing potential to sustainably create
added value.
LESS FOOD WASTE

Until now, the pulp of the cocoa fruit
was considered a waste product. In conventional cocoa production, only a
small part of the pulp is needed for the
fermentation of the cocoa beans, the remaining pulp is thrown away.
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In 2017, the two Germans Benjamin

supply the machines with electricity –

Kuschnik and Anian Schreiber found a

even in remote areas. After the extrac-

way to make use of the fresh pulp with-

tion, the cocoa beans are returned to

out turning the traditional processing

the farmers who then proceed with fer-

methods of the farmers upside down.

menting the beans for cocoa produc-

Koa removes the excess cocoa pulp

tion. Meanwhile, the Koa team trans-

gently so that the beans remain intact,

ports the fresh cocoa pulp and juice to

and the fermentation process is still

the Koa factory in Assin Akrofuom

guaranteed.

where it gets pasteurised and packaged
for the shipment to Europe. This decen-

DECENTRAL PROCESSING

tralised approach enables Koa to work

In collaboration with the Swiss univer-

directly with numerous small-scale

sities ETH and ZHAW as well as with
the Ghanaian university UCC, Koa de-

farmers.

veloped an innovative processing

PARTNERSHIP AT EYE-LEVEL

method, which is based on the local

The farmers and the local community

conditions. The juice and pulp extrac-

played a central role in shaping this

tion process has been decentralised, so

process. Their knowledge has contrib-

that each step of the process takes place

uted significantly to the fact that tradi-

in different places. The cocoa pod is

tions and local needs are respected. For

opened directly on the farm and the

a successful partnership, it’s crucial

juice or pulp is extracted in the commu-

that the farmers are part of the whole.

nities with Koa’s mobile processing

As a result, Koa has already established

unit – the so-called CMPU, community

partnerships with over 1,600 farmers

mobile processing unit. Solar panels

from 35 communities.
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NEW PERSPECTIVES

In addition to local investments, Koa

experts; on the other hand, Koa em-

has created more than 40 jobs in Ghana

ploys young people from the surround-

as well as eleven jobs in Switzerland

ing communities in rural Ghana who

since 2017. On the one hand, the em-

now have new outlook on life.

ployees are internationally experienced
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Facts & Figures

THE COCOA FRUIT

The cocoa pod consists of a thick husk

processes to extract the cocoa fruit

that protects the inside. In Ghana, the

pulp, the use of an existing natural

beans of the cocoa fruit make up about

product is promoted and at the same

25 percent. The pulp of the fruit is an-

time the ecological footprint is reduced

other 25 percent and the rest is husk.

and therewith the climate resilience im-

Thanks to the use of innovative

proved.

9 cocoa pods

1kg pulp-bean-mix

200ml Koa Pure
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40 %

less food waste,
thanks to the

100 %

utilisation of the

transparent income

pulp

for farmers through
traceability

52

employees,

experts

and trainees on two
continents are committed to ecological
added value
1,600

smallholders from 35
communities in the
Ghanaian Central Re250,000

litres of cocoa fruit

gion are already cooperating with Koa

juice can be produced
annually by the first
processing unit of Koa

For updated numbers, visit the website: www.koa-impact.com
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How it all started
Solar energy has brought them together. Benjamin Kuschnik and Anian
Schreiber from Germany shared the vision of sustainable technology opening
up new opportunities for added value in
West Africa. In 2017, they had the idea
of how they could contribute to sustainable growth in rural Ghana. Koa was
born from a sophisticated concept, innovative processes and a great deal of
passion. Today, 52 employees in Assin
Akrofuom, Ghana, and Zurich, Switzerland, are committed to making a positive impact.

Anian Schreiber

ANIAN SCHREIBER

„My passion for nature led me from
sailing to solar energy. The belief that
every person should have the chance to
positively shape their life brought me to
Ghana. There, my two passions came
together and now solar energy produces delicious cocoa fruit juice - and a
positive impact.”
BENJAMIN KUSCHNIK

„Renewable energy and project financing at home and abroad have long been
the core of my work. Now they are tools
to boost responsible value chains and
innovation. The core of my work today?
Building cultural bridges.”

Benjamin Kuschnik
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More from the team
The Koa team in Ghana oversees sourcing and operations. In Zurich, the team
develops innovative products while
spreading the word of Koa.
JENNY MONNY, SUPPLY CHAIN

„Supply Chain Management for a young
company like ours comes with several
challenges and hurdles – no doubt. But
we don’t grow when things are easy, we

Jenny Monny, Supply Chain

grow when faced with real challenges,
and with team effort, we find solutions.
At Koa, we celebrate little wins along
the way. Because each milestone means
more impact.”
SAMMY NKUM BAAH, SOURCING

„Working with the mobile processing
unit (CMPU), I grew very fond of our innovation. I'm proud to see the team being so ambitious to further optimise the
processing unit to reach more and

Sammy Nkum Baah, Sourcing

more farmers. In the end, the farmers
are the centrepiece of our processes.”
URSINA KRÄHENMANN, RD&I

„Koa is more than just a raw material
supplier. At Koa, we control the whole
value chain of our products. Thus, making use of all the possibilities along the
way. It’s this level of control over the
value chain that allows us to be a truly
innovative food producer.”
Ursina Krähenmann, RD&I
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Koa products
Everything started with the cocoa fruit
juice. Meanwhile, Koa developed new
products to further expand the range of
applications.
KOA PURE – THE ORIGINAL

Koa Pure is a fresh and 100% natural

Koa Pure – cocoa fruit juice

cocoa fruit juice without any additives.
Thanks to gentle pasteurisation, the
original flavour of the cocoa fruit is preserved. Koa Pure is the ideal ingredient
for drinks, the salty and sweet cuisine
as well as the food & beverage industry.
KOA CONCENTRATE

The concentrated cocoa fruit juice is
100% natural and produced with aroma
recovery. The reduced water content

Koa Concentrate – concentrated juice

makes Koa Concentrate the ideal base
for fillings and bakery goods.
KOA POWDER

The dried cocoa fruit is a gamechanger. The pulp is gently processed,
preserving the nutritional benefits and
intensifying the unique cocoa fruit flavour. The tropical, fruity powder is
100% natural and opens up new possibilities for producers of chocolate and

Koa Powder – dried cocoa fruit

confectionery products.
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Comments on Koa

JEFF OBERWEIS

SARA HOCHULI

Pastry chef and CEO at Oberweis SA,

Pastry chef, tea room owner and host at

Vice President of Relais Desserts

Miyuko

„What is essential to bakers, is the fla-

“The appreciation of food and handi-

vour which strikes the perfect balance

craft is the core of our work. Koa there-

between the fruit’s sweetness and acid-

fore suits wonderfully to convey the

ity with a delicate bitter hint: Most im-

background of the product. Moreover,

portantly, you can’t try to make compar-

Koa Pure is really delicious. I particu-

isons. It’s like nothing else. It’s an ex-

larly like the creamy texture and the

ceptional flavour.”

round, tropical flavour.”

Pastry range by Jeff Oberweis – all made with Koa Pure and Koa Concentrate
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HEIKO NIEDER

CHRISTIAN ASCHWANDEN

Chef at The Dolder Grand and Gault

CEO Max Felchlin AG

Millau Chef of the Year 2019
“Koa Pure tastes really good – exotic,

„Koa opens up previously unused

light and fruity. The special taste ena-

potential, provides cocoa farmers with a

bles me to offer my guests a new expe-

new source of income and the world of

rience. In addition, by using the cocoa

enjoyment with new, unknown flavours

fruit juice, I can contribute to improv-

– a benefit for everyone!”

ing the livelihoods of cocoa farmers
while utilising a valuable resource. Furthermore, it is inspiring to work with
the Koa team and share their passion.”

Chocolates with Koa by Ralf Wellauer, Chef
confectioner at Max Felchlin AG
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FROM COCOA FRUIT TO KOA

Koa comes directly from nature – without any additives. The raw material balances tropical flavours of intense

Drinks

sweetness and exotic acidity. Thanks to

Sweet

ideal ingredient for drinks, the salty

Salty

its complex flavour, cocoa fruit is the
and sweet cuisine as well as the food
and beverage industry opening up numerous new possibilities.

Swiss chocolatier Lindt created the first
bar made from only cocoa beans and dried
cocoa fruit (Koa Powder).

Confiserie Sprüngli created a Luxemburgerli with Koa and a truffle that only consists
of cocoa beans and Koa, no extra sugar.

Kingfish ceviche on Koa cocoa marinade
with Amaebi shrimp by Pascal Schmutz, 16
Gault-Millau points chef

Cacao Ice Tea made with Koa Pure – created by Max Felchlin AG

For more examples of clients and applications visit www.koa-impact.com/find-us
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Links, Contact &
Media Download

SOCIAL MEDIA

@koa.impact
#koaimpact

WEBSITE

www.koa-impact.com

CONTACT

hello@koa-impact.com
+41 79 825 47 05

MEDIA DOWNLOAD

Photos: http://bit.ly/koamedia
Videos: https://youtu.be/_kYeZlPb9wI
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